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Project Description
Research Objectives
Problem Description
This project was aimed at the development of a formal theory behind the analysis of the Reliable Query Reporting (RQR) problem in an adaptive sensor network. We model datacentric routing in sensor networks with unattended, untethered sensors operating in hazardous failure-prone environments. In data-centric routing, interest queries are disseminated through the network to assign sensing tasks to sensor nodes. Attribute based naming is used to resolve these queries by using the attributes of the phenomenon to trigger responses from appropriate sensor nodes. Different sensors may have partial information concerning a query initiated by the control node. Given a distribution of costs, sensor survival probabilities, and the quantified values of information, what is the optimal reliable yet energy-constrained route to the destination?
Research Goals
Standard models for query routing in sensor networks emphasize the constraints of communication energy efficiency and distributed decision-making. However, in many cases, sensors are deployed in hostile environments and thus the reliable routing of sensitive time critical information becomes vital. Therefore query routing must be considered in the context of two additional constraints -the possibility of sensor failure and the fact that each sensor must tradeoff its own resource consumption with overall routing objectives. Thus the goal of the proposed effort is to develop an analytical model of reliable data-centric query routing in sensor networks that optimize communication energy efficiency and distributed decision-making under the possibility of sensor failure.
Unlike existing techniques, we use game theory to model intelligent sensors thereby making our approach sensor-centric.
The objective is to model RQR by mapping the problem onto a graph topological reliability domain. By quantifying the parameters governing individual and communal (group) sensor node behavior, our goal was to derive game/decision theoretic techniques that control the actions of intelligent sensor nodes in terms of routing link formation, leading to the dynamic formation of RQR topologies based on local topological decisions.
Expected Impact
We have developed a new analytical framework within which reliable routing in sensor networks from reporting sensors to querying nodes can be examined in a quantitative manner. In particular, different standard routing protocols can be compared and quantitatively evaluated with respect to reliability in conjunction to communication energy efficiency. Further, the proposed game-theoretic model sets the stage for deriving practical distributed query routing algorithms that are reliable and energy-efficient from a sensorcentric point of view.
Technical Approach
Detailed Description of Technical Approach
We develop the formal theory behind the analysis of the RQR problem in an adaptive sensor network by solving the following tasks:
1. Formally define and map the RQR problem onto a graph topological reliability domain. 
The Model
We model data-centric routing with data-aggregation in sensor networks. In data centric routing, interest queries are disseminated through the network to assign sensing tasks to sensor nodes. Attribute based naming is used to resolve these queries by using the attributes of the phenomenon to trigger responses from appropriate sensor nodes. Further, data aggregation at intersecting nodes can be used to reduce implosion and overlap problems in the network. With data-aggregation, the sensor network can be perceived as a reverse multicast tree with information fused at intersecting nodes and routed to the sink node at the root. We assume that node s i can fail with a probability (1 -p i ) ∈¸ [0, 1). We make no assumptions about correlations in these probabilities while formulating our abstract model, since the model primarily requires the values of path reliability, which we assume can be obtained 2 . For ease of calculation in our simulations (Section 4), we do assume independent failure probabilities. Also, for simplicity, we assume that the sink node sq never fails.
Thus the graph G = (S,E, P,C) represents an instance of a data-centric sensor network in which data of value v i is to be optimally routed from node s i to node s q , with S the set of sensors interconnected by edge set E, P(s i ) = p i the node success probabilities and C(s i , s j ) = c ij , the cost of links in E. We denote a path from any node s a to s b in G by the node sequence (s a , s 2 , . . . , s b ).
In this context, we define the following problem called Reliable Query Reporting (RQR):
Given that data transmission in the network is costly and nodes are not fully reliable, how can we induce the formation of a maximally reliable data aggregation tree from reporting sensors (sources) to the querying (sink) node, where every sensor is 'smart' and motivated by self-interest, i.e., it can trade-off individual costs with network wide benefits. This optimal data aggregation tree will naturally be distinct from standard multicast trees such as the Steiner tree or shortest path trees which minimize overall network costs and therefore cannot represent the outcome of self-interested sensors. The solution to this problem lies in designing a routing game with payoff functions such that its Nash equilibrium corresponds to the optimally reliable data aggregation tree. We now describe the different components of this strategic game.
Strategies. Each node's strategy is a vector
for each j ∈¸ S\{i}. The value l ij = 1 means that nodes i and j have a link initiated by i whereas l ij = 0 means that sensor i does not send information to j. The set of all pure strategies of player i is denoted by L i . We focus only on pure strategies in this effort. Given that node i has the option of forming or not forming a link with each of the remaining n-1 nodes, the number of strategies available to node i is
Notice that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all directed networks with n vertices or nodes and the set of strategies L.
In order to keep the analysis tractable, in this model we assume that each node can only establish one link. Note that while diffusion routing based algorithms start off with nodes sending query responses to the sink over multiple paths (Estrin 2000), eventually a single route is established once interest gradients are determined. Our objective in this effort is to compare and evaluate these final routing paths from the game-theoretic optimality point of view and hence our restriction is valid. Further, routing loops are avoided by ensuring that strategies resulting in a node linking to its ancestors yield a payoff of zero and are thus inefficient. Under these assumptions each strategy profile l = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) becomes a reverse tree T , rooted at the sink s q . We now proceed to model the payoffs in this game.
A standard non-cooperative game assumes that players are selfish and are only interested in maximizing their own benefits. This poses a modeling challenge as we wish to design a decentralized information network that can behave in a collaborative manner to achieve a joint goal while taking individual operation costs into account. Since the communal goal in this instance is reliable data transmission, the benefits to a player must be a function of path reliability but costs of communication need to be individual link costs.
Payoffs. Consider a strategy profile l = (l i , l -i ) resulting in a tree T rooted at s q , where l -i denotes the strategy chosen by all the other players except player i. Since every sensor that receives data has an incentive in its reaching s q , the benefit to any sensor s i on T must be a function of the path reliability from s i onwards. Since the network is unreliable, the benefit to player s i should also be a function of the expected value of information at s i . Hence we can write the payoff at s i as:
where R i denotes the path reliability from s i onwards to s q and g i the expectation function, is explained below. Consider the data-aggregation tree shown in Figure 1 .
. . , v n-1 ) denote the expected value of the data at node i and F(i) the set of its parents.
i.e., s i gets information from its parents only if they survive with the given probabilities.
The expected benefit to sensor s i is given by V i R i , i.e., i's benefits depend on the survival probability of players from i onwards. Hence the payoff to s i is Π i = R i V i − c ij . For example, the payoff to sensor s 5 in the figure is Π 5 = R 5 (v 5 + p 1 v 1 + p 2 v 2 ) − c 56 .
Definition 1 A strategy l i is said to be a best response of player i to l -i if
Let BR i (l -i ) denote the set of player i's best response to l -i . A strategy profile l = (l 1 , ... , l n ) is said to be an optimal RQR tree T if l i 0¸ BR i (l -i ) for each i, i.e., sensors are playing a Nash equilibrium. In other words, the payoff to a node on the optimal tree is the highest possible, given optimal behavior by all other nodes. A node may get higher payoffs by selecting a different neighbor on another tree, however it can only do so at the cost of suboptimal behavior by (i.e. reduced payoffs to) some other node(s). Also, although each sensor can form only one link, multiple equilibrium trees can exist.
Note that the process of choosing the optimal strategy requires each node to determine the optimal tree (in the remaining graph) formed by each of its possible successors on receiving its data. The node then selects as next neighbor the node, the optimal tree through which it gets the highest payoff. Since all nodes in the graph have to perform these calculations, finding the optimal RQR tree is computationally intensive as will be shown formally in the results section. Further, given the additive nature of data aggregation, note that many of the results that hold for multiple sources are also true when considering a single source, routing to the sink. Hence we present our results mainly in terms of single source-sink paths and when necessary the result is stated in terms of trees.
Comparison with Current Technology
Current technology on routing in sensor networks focuses primarily on energy-constrained routing by emphasizing the untethered and unattended nature of sensor nodes. Since sensor networks can be deployed in hazardous environments, we consider the problem of routing under the additional constraint of node survivability. Also, our model is the first to consider routing in the context of optimizing individual sensor costs, while taking network wide benefits into account. We therefore classify our approach as sensor-centric, which distinguishes it from other existing models. Our rationale for considering a sensor-centric approach is described below in the technical report section. Current models for communication in sensor networks use protocols like diffusion routing, which uses local gradients to identify paths for sending information. However, these protocols do not optimize network wide reliability in conjunction with minimizing communication costs.
Furthermore, the lack of an existing theoretical framework in which to analyze such information networks often forces researchers to resort to simulations. Theoretical results when they exist are very specific to the model in question. This makes it quite hard to compare models and derive general conclusions. Other related work such as sensor fusion networks for multiple target tracking using cellular automata models also do not capture the tradeoffs between network reliability, node connectivity and costs. We successfully define a new routing paradigm that explicitly optimizes over both dimensions, i.e., a new model for reliable energy-constrained routing in sensor networks that takes into account all the major constraints of sensor operation as opposed to previous models in this field, which were limited in scope and analysis.
Technical Report
Project Progress
Progress Against Planned Objectives
All three tasks originally proposed have been solved satisfactorily. The formal model for RQR was defined on a sensor network G consisting of N sensors, with one or more querying nodes and the remaining sensors possessing (partial) information related to a specific query. The problem of reporting the results of a query reliably to the querying sensor was abstracted into a graph theoretical problem of embedding reliable, loop free, reverse multicast trees while accounting for the operational constraints of unattended and untethered sensors (with limited communication capacity).
Technical Accomplishments in this Project
We summarize the main results and accomplishments of our effort as follows: Standard embedded sensor network models emphasize energy efficiency and distributed decisionmaking by considering untethered and unattended sensors. To this we add two constraintsthe possibility of sensor failure and the fact that each sensor must tradeoff its own resource consumption with overall network objectives. We have developed an analytical model of data-centric information routing in sensor networks under all the above constraints. Unlike existing techniques, we use game theory to model intelligent sensors thereby making our approach sensor-centric. Sensors behave as rational players in an N-player routing game, where they tradeoff individual communication and other costs with network wide benefits.
The outcome of the sensor behavior is a sequence of communication link establishments, resulting in routing paths from reporting to querying sensors. We show that the optimal routing architecture is the Nash equilibrium of the N-player routing game and that computing the optimal paths (which maximizes payoffs of the individual sensors) is NPHard with and without data-aggregation. We derive some sufficient conditions on communication costs and sensor survival probabilities for well-known routing algorithms such as the most reliable path or least cost neighbor to be congruent to the optimally sensor-centric route. Our analytical model of the abstract RQR problem has set the stage for the future development of practical distributed algorithms for efficiently and reliably routing queries from reporting to querying sensors. While there are many popular routing algorithms for sensor networks that minimize energy consumption, we have shown that routing (or query reporting) must be accomplished within the bounds of all the four constraints mentioned above. Ideally sensors should route over the most reliable paths while minimizing their own power/energy consumption rather than some aggregate energy criterion. We note that our paradigm of sensor-centric reliable energy-constrained routing has three benefits:
1.
First, it is in the interests of long-term network operability that nodes survive even at the expense of somewhat longer (but not excessively so!) paths. The network will be better served when a critical sensor can survive longer by transmitting via a cheaper link rather than a much costlier one for a small gain in reliability or delay.
2.
Second, it takes the cost distributions of individual sensors into account while choosing good paths. The advantages of modeling rational, self-interested sensors can be seen easily from the following example. Given a path involving three sensors with absolute communication costs in the low, medium and high ranges respectively, choosing a reliable path subject to minimizing overall costs might lead to the first two nodes having to select their highest cost links as the third node is dominant in the overall cost. This would run counter to the long-term operability goal of the network.
3.
Third, it incorporates the extreme case when sensors only have limited and local network state information (about neighbors and link costs, for example). In this case, when information is received, a node should choose to route to the cheapest neighbor in the absence of further state information.
In this context, we develop our model for Reliable Query Reporting. Given that data transmission in the network is costly and nodes are not fully reliable, how can we induce the formation of a maximally reliable data aggregation tree from reporting sensors (sources) to the querying (sink) node, where every sensor is `smart', i.e., it can trade-off individual costs with network wide benefits. This optimal data aggregation tree will naturally be distinct from standard multicast trees such as the Steiner tree or shortest path trees, which minimize overall network costs and therefore cannot represent the outcome of intelligent sensors.
We first summarize our results below, followed by a detailed description.
1.
We have shown that the solution to the RQR problem lies in designing a routing game with payoff functions such that its Nash equilibrium corresponds to the optimally reliable data aggregation tree [KSI02] , [KSI02] .
2.
We also show that for an arbitrary sensor network G with sensor success probabilities P, communication costs C, and data of value vi (0 ≤ vi), to be routed from each sensor s i to the sink s q , computing the optimally reliable routing path tree P (the maximally reliable energy constrained RQR path) is NP-Hard. Computing the RQR path remains NP-Hard even for the special case when nodes have equal success probabilities. The case when all edges have the same cost is much simpler as described below.
3.
Given arbitrary sensor survival probabilities p_i and costs c_{ij}=c for all ij, we have shown that the most reliable path always coincides with the equilibrium path. For uniform p_i, the equilibrium path is also the path with least overall cost.
4.
We have derived further bounds on costs and probabilities when the RQR path coincides with easily computable paths such as the most reliable path or the cheapest neighbor path (CNP) from source to sink obtained by each node choosing its successor via the cheapest possible link. In a sense, this path reflects the route obtained when each node has only limited network state information (about neighbor costs and probabilities) and thus minimizes its local communication costs. We have shown that the CNP does not have to be the most reliable in order to be optimal, it only needs to be sufficiently close. For networks in which some paths (edges) are overwhelmingly cheap compared to others, routing along the CNP may be reasonable. However, in networks where communication costs to neighbors are similar, routing based on local cost gradients is likely to be less reliable [KSI02] .
Main Results
This section contains results on two aspects of the RQR problem. We first analyze the complexity of computing the optimally reliable (or equilibrium) data aggregation tree in a given sensor network. This is followed by some analytical results that establish congruence between the equilibrium RQR path and other well known path metrics such as the most reliable path, energy conserving paths etc.
Complexity Results
Many of the quantities and parameters studied in game theory can at least in principle be Let G = (S,E, P,C) represent an instance of an information network in which information of value V r is to be routed from node s r to s q . Only those strategy profiles that define a path from s r to s q are of interest and must be evaluated to compute the optimally reliable path.
To compute this path each player calculates a path through a sequence of descendants whose reliability (given similar decisions by descendant nodes) relative to the immediate successor's link cost, is maximum at that node. 3 . So the optimal path must visit all nodes in V'. To maximize payoffs, the optimal path must have the shortest possible length. This will require minimizing visits to T. The optimal path will thus consist of sequences of long paths in V' (the longest possible since any node in V' will always prefer to link to another node in V', if feasible), interspersed with visits to T. Since G' does not contain a Hamiltonian path there will be at least two visits to nodes in T and hence the reliability of such a path will be at Note that the RQR path and tree problems remain NP-Hard for the special case when nodes have equal success probabilities. The case when all edges have the same cost is much simpler, however, as will be shown below.
Analytical Results
Given the complexity of finding the equilibrium RQR path, we next identify conditions under which this path coincides with other commonly used routing paths. In particular, we look at the most reliable path [MRP] which can be computed using well known techniques such as Djikstra's shortest path. We also look at cheapest neighbor paths [ Proof : Consider the most reliable path from the reporting node s r to the destination node s q . Clearly, the maximum payoff to s r is obtained from this path. Given the assumption of uniform costs the payoff to any other sensor s i 0¸ S on this path must also be maximum.
We now look at the situation when the probabilities of node survival are non-uniform. Let si and s i +1 be subsequent nodes on the most reliable path. Denote by R i , the reliability of the most reliable path from s i to s q with R' i being the reliability along any alternative path from s i . Let )c i = c ii+1 -c ij where s j is any neighbor not on the optimal path and . )R i is defined similarly. The easiest way to interpret this result is by rearranging the terms so that we can write it as . Then each fraction can be interpreted as the marginal cost of reliability of deviating from the optimal path. Since each subsequent node on the optimal path has lower expected value of information, this result suggests that the marginal cost of deviation in terms of reliability must be higher for each node's ancestor where the expected value of information is also higher. We define the cheapest neighbor path [CNP] from s r to s q as the simple path obtained by each node choosing its successor via its cheapest link (assuming
Proposition 2 Given G and P(s i
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